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Unbelievably beautiful things to understand on the way:
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Where will new physics appear first? 
A. Schneider (21/8)A. Jafari (22/8)

H. Peiris (21/8)
A. Buonaura (22/8)
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Had a number of reviews  
(CMB, galaxy surveys, GWs, LHC status, dark sectors, DM models, neutrinos, BSM,…) 

Choose something, and play with it:  
It’s a good way to find out,  
what the world is made of



Dark matter



P. Hamilton (20/8)



A. Ritz   (20/8)
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Clear holy grail 
(unlike the case for hierarchy or DE problems) 

But the road may be very long.



Clear holy grail 
(unlike the case for hierarchy or DE problems) 

But the road may be very long. 

It’s a good idea to pay attention to things we 
find on the road.
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R. Pottgen (23/8) 
MiniBooNE 1807.06137

Dark photons/“dark sector”, 
Laboratory vs. Astro constraints Stars are hot, but not 10MeV hot. 

RG core is ~10KeV.



Supernova core is 10MeV hot: 
Chang, Essig, McDermott 1803.00993
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MiniBooNE 1807.06137

Dark photons/“dark sector”, 
Laboratory vs. Astro constraints Supernova core is 10MeV hot: 

Chang, Essig, McDermott 1803.00993
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R. Durrer (20/8) Dark photons/“dark sector”, 
Laboratory vs. Astro constraints
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What about DM-electron scattering?

V. Gluscevic (21/8) 

DM-proton scattering

DM-e, CMB only

Dark photons/“dark sector”, 
Laboratory vs. Astro constraints

(velocity-indep. cross sec.)
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Dark photons/“dark sector”, 
Laboratory vs. Astro constraints

Chang, Essig, McDermott 1803.00993



R. Pottgen (23/8)

Dark photons/“dark sector”, 
Laboratory vs. Astro constraints

…do we understand core-collapse  
supernovae well enough?

Chang, Essig, McDermott 1803.00993
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My take: 

How CCSNe explode is a fascinating open question. 

When we know the answer, possibly we’ll have a supernova dark photon bound.



Schmidt-Wellenburg (20/8)

Are we “excluding” axions where they may still exist?
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We do look for axion(-like?)s where they don’t exist.

Phys.Lett. B737 (2014) 30-33



Schmidt-Wellenburg (20/8)

=> putting a state, e.g., here           (       ) 
means fine-tuning the mass-squared  
by ~ 10^-20 (~10^-32) 

…without even counting the loss of  
the solution of the strong CP problem.  

We do look for axion(-like?)s where they don’t exist.

Phys.Lett. B737 (2014) 30-33



William Wester (21/8), ADMX

Are ADMX (or CASPErII, …) done, when they cover the QCD line?



Still solves strong CP as before. 
No fine tuning (apart from           ~            )

QCD line

Are ADMX (or CASPErII, …) done, when they cover the QCD line?

What if there are >1 axions?



Are ADMX (or CASPErII, …) done, when they cover the QCD line?

William Wester (21/8), ADMX

QCD line



Higgs portal
A. Ritz   (20/8)

A. Jafari (22/8)



Dark energy



H. Peiris (21/8)
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H. Peiris (21/8)

Completely independent GW data  
will arbitrate within a decade.



C. Van Den Broeck (20/8)

GWs as a tool to solve a (potentially fundamental) question



Solving core-collapse supernovae <==> understanding EoS

C. Van Den Broeck (20/8)

GWs as a tool to solve a decades-old question



A. Sesana (20/8)

GWs as a door into the unknown



A. Sesana (20/8)

GWs as a door into the unknown



Summary 

What is DM? 
What is the origin of the baryon asymmetry? 
Why is the DM energy density ~ baryon energy density? (and ~ DE density?) 
What stabilises the Weak Scale? 
What is the origin of neutrino masses? 
What solves the strong CP problem? 
How do supernovae explode? 
When will 30Msol primordial BH DM be excluded? 
When will 10^-22eV ultra-(super-fuzzy)-light DM be excluded? 
What is the story with keeping the Zurich Guilds running in 2018? 

Some of the answers will involve New Physics. 
Most of the answers will be unbelievably beautiful and take us to new places. 
Some of the answers may be found next year, but some will keep us company for 
many years.



Summary 

What is DM? 
What is the origin of the baryon asymmetry? 
Why is the DM energy density ~ baryon energy density? (and ~ DE density?) 
What stabilises the Weak Scale? 
What is the origin of neutrino masses? 
What solves the strong CP problem? 
How do supernovae explode? 
When will 30Msol primordial BH DM be excluded? 
When will 10^-22eV ultra-(super-fuzzy)-light DM be excluded? 
What is the story with keeping the Zurich Guilds running in 2018? 

Thanks Zurich PPC2018  
for assembling together very interesting presentations, spanning 
a significant part of our field!



SN1987A

Do we understand CCSNe well enough? 



KB, Kushnir, Astrophys.J. 828 (2016) no.1, 31



numerical simulations: e.g. Perego et al, Astrophys.J. 806 (2015) 2, 275 (1D) 
Red: “PUSH” 
Green: “No PUSH”   ➔ early phase <1-2 sec can’t tell NM vs. Late explosion 



KB, Kushnir, Astrophys.J. 828 (2016) no.1, 31

Collapse-induced thermonuclear explosion (CITE): 
Kushnir, 1506.02655 
Kushnir, 1502.03111 
Kushnir & Katz, ApJ. 811 (2015) no.2, 97 
Burbidge et al, Rev. Mod. Phys. 29, 547 (1957) 
Hoyle & Fowler, ApJ 132, 565 (1960) 
Fowler & Hoyle, ApJS 9, 201 (1964)



  

In the last ~five years, numerical structure formation simulations with ULDM have 
become available. 

The inner part of simulated galaxies forms a core: “soliton”. 

Simulations have discovered a scaling relation, connecting the core to the host halo. 

Schive 1406.6586, Schive 1407.7762, Mocz 1705.05845,  
Veltmaat 1804.09647, Levkov 1804.05857 (partial list…)

Schive 1406.6586, Schive 1407.7762, Veltmaat 1804.09647

Schive 1406.6586

Ultra-light DM:
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cut. Of the 175 galaxies in [25], 160 pass the M
gal

cut
for m = 10�22 eV, and 174 pass it for m = 10�21 eV.

Next, for each galaxy we determine the observed max-
imal halo rotation velocity maxV

circ,h, and use it to com-
pute the soliton prediction from Eq. (49). Our first pass
on the data includes only galaxies for which the predicted
soliton is resolved, namely, x

peak,� from Eq. (50), with
maxV

circ,� = maxV
circ,h, lies within the rotation curve

data. For these galaxies, we compute from data the ratio

V
circ, obs(xpeak,�)

maxV
circ,h

. (A1)

Here, V
circ, obs(xpeak,�) is the measured velocity at the

expected soliton peak position. We compute it by av-
eraging the two data points corresponding to measured
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FIG. 10. UGC 1281.

FIG. 11. UGC 4325.

radius just below and just above x
peak,�.

The results of this first pass on the data are shown in
Fig. 14. 46 galaxies passed the resolved soliton cut for
m = 10�22 eV, and 4 galaxies pass it for m = 10�21 eV.

Including only galaxies with a resolved soliton causes
us to loose many relevant rotation curves, with discrim-
inatory power. To overcome this, yet maintain a simple
analysis, we perform a second pass on the data. Here,
we allow galaxies with unresolved soliton, as long as
the lowest radius data point is located not farther than
3 ⇥ x

peak,�. We need to correct for the fact that the
soliton peak velocity is outside of the measurement res-
olution. To do this, we modify the velocity observable
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